SoulPain
soul coaching in times of crisis
Some transitions in life can be so painful, that it feels like
the soul is aching.
If you are there, but look to repair something, please go
and see a therapist or psychologist. I´m here for those
who want to know who they are, for those who crave to
use the power of the pain for self revelation.
A part of your past dies, and it´s a part in which you up
until now had “good investments”. So it can even feel like
dying (break down) and it is painful – but it is actually not
your soul that is in pain, it just feels like that. If your inner
craving goes in the direction of “how can I mend this, how can I fix this”, I´m not the guy for you. But if your inner craving
screams something like “who am I?” in all this turmoil, yes then we might fit.
I´ve spend decades with enlightened masters, musicians and artists, therapists and healers, mediums and people of many
“normal” walks of life. Along the line it got clear that one of my skills is being there like a dear good old friend in times of
utter despair. And to guide you through, to whatever next level you need to reach. If you like to give this support a name,
“soul coaching” could be it.
My work is to get you more and more in contact with whatever you consider higher intelligence. Some call it the innocent
genius, some the knowing field. However esoteric this sounds, I suppose you have an idea what is meant. Where will you
come out? I have no clue. Break through follows break down but it´s utterly your life’s responsibility where you go after
such a time of transition. Life after such a transition is like a rebirth, anew. But like any
birth, the time of Joy comes after the Pain.
I´m there for you and with you in whatever form and time we find appropriate.
I choose to work with those who have already proven a talent in using their energies in
some field/s of life. In one way or the other you are a successful person. My fees are
accordingly high. So is my commitment.
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A five to fifteen minutes call for mutual assessment is for free.

